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It is shown that a topological action for gravity in even dimensions can be obtained from a gravity theory
whose Lagrangian is given by a transgression form invariant under the Poincaré group.
The ﬁeld φa , which is necessary to construct this type of topological gravity in even dimensions,
is identiﬁed with the coset ﬁeld associated with the non-linear realizations of the Poincaré group
ISO(d − 1,1).
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. Open access under CC BY license.1. Introduction
In Refs. [1,2] A.H. Chamseddine constructed topological actions
for gravity in all dimensions. Chamseddine found that the odd-
dimensional theories are based on Chern–Simons forms; that to
construct even-dimensional theories it is necessary to use, in ad-
dition to the gauge ﬁelds, a scalar multiplet φa in the fundamental
representation of the gauge group and that for even-dimensional
spaces there is no natural geometric candidate such as the Chern–
Simons form: the wedge product of n of the ﬁeld strengths can
make the required 2n-form in a 2n-dimensional space–time. The
natural gauge group is ISO(2n − 1,1) or SO(2n,1) or SO(2n − 1,2).
To form a group invariant 2n-form, the n-product of the ﬁeld
strength is not enough, but will require in addition a scalar ﬁeld
φa in the fundamental representation.
Recently a new approach to this problem has been discussed
in Ref. [3]. In this reference it was found that the topological ac-
tion for gravity in 2n-dimensions can be obtained from the action
S = k ∫M a1...a2n+1 Ra1a2 . . . Ra2n−1a2n ea2n+1 + k ∫∂M a1...a2n+1 Ra1a2 . . .
Ra2n−1a2nφa2n+1 , which differs by a boundary term from the usual
Chern–Simons action for the Poincaré group written in terms of
linear ﬁelds. This extra boundary term allows that the action be
genuinely gauge invariant as well as to change the dynamic behav-
ior of the Chern–Simons theory at the boundary of the manifold.
From the action we can see that the whole dependence of the
coset ﬁeld φa is on the surface term and that the form of the sur-
face term exactly coincides with the form of the even-dimensional
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face term cannot be directly considered as an action principle
for the boundary, because the dynamics of the boundary is de-
termined by the dynamics of the Bulk. The 2n-dimensional topo-
logical gravity is described by the dynamics of the boundary of
the (2n + 1) Chern–Simons gravity theory with suitable boundary
conditions.
It is the purpose of this Letter to show that the topologi-
cal action for gravity in 2n-dimensions can be obtained, with-
out imposing boundary conditions, from a gravity theory whose
Lagrangian is given by a transgression form invariant under the
Poincaré group. This Letter is organized as follows: In Section 2
we shall review some aspects of (a) topological gravity (TG) [1,
2], (b) Lanczos–Lovelock gravity as a transgression gauge ﬁeld the-
ory (TGFT) [5–7], (c) the Stelle–West formalism (SW) [9–12]. In
Section 3 it is shown that the topological action for gravity in 2n-
dimensions, introduced in Ref. [2], can be obtained from a gravity
theory whose Lagrangian is given by a transgression form invari-
ant under the Poincaré group. Section 4 contains some comments
and the conclusions.
2. Review about TG, TGFT and SW formalism
2.1. Actions for topological gravity
In Refs. [1,2] A.H. Chamseddine constructed topological actions
for gravity in all dimensions. For odd dimensions d = 2n − 1, the
action is given by [1] S2n+1 = k
∫
M2n+1 L
(2n+1)
ChS (A) where L
(2n+1)
ChS (A)
is the so-called Chern–Simons form, which is a local function of a
one-form gauge connection A given by [4] L(2n+1)(A) = (n + 1)×ChS
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0 dt 〈A(t dA + t2A2)n〉. Under gauge transformations L(2n+1)ChS (A)
changes by a closed form.
The even-dimensional theories use, in addition to the gauge
ﬁelds, a scalar multiplet in the fundamental representation of the
gauge group. To form a group invariant 2n-form, the n-product
of the ﬁeld strength is not enough, but will require in addi-
tion a scalar ﬁeld φa in the fundamental representation. The 2n-
dimensional action is then
I2n = k
∫
M2n
εaa2...a2n+1φ
a F a2a3 . . . Fa2na2n+1 , a = 0,1, . . . ,2n, (1)
where Fab = dAab + Aac Acb .
This topological gravity has interesting applications, for exam-
ple in 1+ 1-dimensions it allows one to describe Liouville’s theory
for gravity from a local Lagrangian.
2.2. LL gravity theory as a TGFT
The action for a transgression gauge ﬁeld theory is given by
[5–7]
S(2n+1)T (A, A) =
∫
M
L(2n+1)T (A, A) = k(n + 1)
∫
M
1∫
0
dt
〈
θ Fnt
〉
(2)
where k is a constant, θ = A − A, Ft = dAt + A2t = t F + (1− t)F −
t(1 − t)θ2 is the corresponding curvature and where At = t A +
(1 − t)A = A + tθ is a connection that interpolates between the
two independent gauge potentials A and A. The Lie algebra-valued
one-forms A = AaμTa dxμ and A = AaμTa dxμ are connections under
gauge transformations, Ta are the generators, and 〈· · ·〉 stands for
a symmetrized invariant trace in the Lie algebra.
Eq. (2) describes a theory with two independent ﬁelds, namely
the two one-form gauge connections A, A.
A Chern–Simons form L(2n+1)ChS (A) is a differential form deﬁned
for a connection, whose exterior derivative yields a Chern class. Al-
though the Chern classes are gauge invariant, the Chern–Simons
forms are not; under gauge transformations they change by a
closed form. A transgression form L(2n+1)T (A, A) on the other hand,
is an invariant differential form whose exterior derivative is the
difference between two Chern classes. It generalizes the Chern–
Simons form with the additional advantage that it is gauge invari-
ant.
It is direct to show that [5–7] a transgression form can be writ-
ten as the difference between two Chern–Simons forms plus an
exact form
L(2n+1)T (A, A) = L(2n+1)ChS (A) − L(2n+1)ChS (A) − dB(2n)(A, A) (3)
where
B(2n) = −kn(n + 1)
1∫
0
ds
1∫
0
dt s
〈
Atθ F
n−1
st
〉
(4)
with Fst = sFt + s(s − 1)A2t . Hence, the role of the surface term
B(2n) is to cancel the variation of the bulk terms L(2n+1)ChS (A), which
change by a closed form under a gauge transformation. The pure
Chern–Simons density is recovered by setting A = 0.
2.3. The Stelle–West–Grignani–Nardelli formalism
In Refs. [9–11] it was shown that the Stelle–West–Grignani–
Nardelli formalism [12,13], which is an application of the theory
of non-linear realizations to gravity, permits constructing an action
for the Lanczos–Lovelock gravity theory genuinely invariant underthe AdS group. In fact, a truly AdS-invariant action for even as well
as for odd dimensions was constructed in Ref. [10] by using the
Stelle–West–Grignani–Nardelli formalism [12,13] for non-linear
gauge theories. The action for this theory is
S(d)SW =
∫ [D/2]∑
p=0
αpεa1...ad R
a1a2 . . . Ra2p−1a2p V a2p+1 . . . V ad , (5)
where V a = Ωab (cosh z)eb + Ωab ( sinh zz )Dωφb and Rab = dWab +
Wac W
cb with Wab = ωab + σ
l2
( sinh zz )e
c + ( cosh z−1
z2
)Dωφc(φaδbc −
φbδac ) and Ω
a
b (u) ≡ uδab + (1 − u) φ
aφb
φ2
. Here φa corresponds to the
so-called “(A)dS coordinate” which parametrizes the coset space
SOηˆ(D+1)/SOη(D), and z = φ/l. This coordinate carries no dynam-
ics, as any value that we pick for it is equivalent to a gauge choice
breaking the symmetry from (A)dS down to the Lorentz group. This
is best seen in the light that the equations of motion for the action
(5) are the same as those for ordinary LL gravity, with ea and ωab
replaced by V a and Wab . The ﬁelds V a and Wab are called non-
linear vielbein and spin connection, respectively, and they include
all the relevant information in the Stelle–West–Grignani–Nardelli
formalism.
From (5) we can see that, when one picks the physical gauge
φa = 0, the theory becomes indistinguishable from the usual one,
and the AdS symmetry is broken down to the Lorentz group. How-
ever, a very interesting exception to this rule occurs in odd dimen-
sions when the coeﬃcients αp [8] are chosen. In this case, and
for any value of φa , it is possible to show that the Euler–Chern–
Simons action written with ea and ωab differs by a boundary term
from that written with V a and Wab . As a matter of fact, the
deﬁning relation for the non-linear ﬁelds V a and Wab given in
[12], represents a gauge transformation for the linear connection
A = 12 iωabJab − ieaPa , which can be written in the form A → A˜ =
g−1(d + A)g , where g = e−iφa Pa and A˜ = 12 iW abJab − iV aPa . This
means that the linear and the non-linear curvatures F = dA + A2
and F˜ = dA˜ + A˜2 are related by F˜ = g−1Fg . Just as the usual
Euler–Chern–Simons Lagrangian, the odd-dimensional non-linear
Lagrangian, with the mentioned special choice of coeﬃcients, sat-
isﬁes dL(2n−1)VW = 〈F˜n〉, where 〈Ja1a2 . . . Ja2n−3a2n−2Pa2n−1 〉 = 1l εa1...a2n−1 .
This implies that
dL(2n−1)VW =
〈
F˜n
〉= 〈Fn〉= dL(2n−1)eω , (6)
and hence we see that both Lagrangians may locally differ only by
a total derivative. The same arguments lead to the conclusion that,
in general, any Chern–Simons Lagrangian written with non-linear
ﬁelds, which is genuinely invariant, differs from the usual one by
a total derivative.
It is direct to show that in the limit l → ∞ we obtain a Lovelock
gravity theory genuinely invariant under the Poincaré group:
S(d)SW = k
∫
εa1...ad R
a1a2 . . . Rad−2ad−1V ad , (7)
where now V a = ea + Dωφa = dφa + ωabφb + ea and Rab =
dωab + ωacωcb , with Wab = ωab , and φa corresponds to the so-
called “Poincaré coordinate” [13]. The ﬁelds φa, ea,ωab under local
Poincaré translations change as δφa = −ρa; δea = κab eb; δωab =
−Dκab .
3. Topological gravity from a transgression ﬁeld gravity theory
In this section we show that the topological action for gravity
in 2n-dimensions [2] can be obtained from (2n + 1)-dimensional
transgression ﬁeld gravity theory genuinely invariant under the
Poincaré group.
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The action for transgression ﬁeld gravity theory is given by
S(2n+1)T (A, A) =
∫
M
L(2n+1)T (A, A)
=
∫
M
L(2n+1)ChS (A) −
∫
M
L(2n+1)ChS (A)
−
∫
M
dB(2n)(A, A) (8)
where
B(2n) = −kn(n + 1)
1∫
0
ds
1∫
0
dt s
〈
Atθ F
n−1
st
〉
. (9)
We consider the case where the connection A is the non-linear
connection deﬁned as A = V a Pa + 12Wab Jab and A is the usual
Poincaré linear connection A = ea Pa + 12 eab Jab , and where V a =
ea + Dφa and Wab = ωab .
In Ref. [3] it was shown that
SChS(A) =
∫
M
L(2n+1)ChS (A)
= k(n + 1)
∫
a1...a2n+1 R
a1a2 . . . Ra2n−1a2n V a2n+1
= k(n + 1)
∫
M
a1...a2n+1 R
a1a2 . . . Ra2n−1a2nea2n+1
+ k(n + 1)
∫
M
d
[
a1...a2n+1 R
a1a2 . . . Ra2n−1a2nφa2n+1
]
(10)
and since
SChS(A) =
∫
M
L(2n+1)ChS (A)
= k(n + 1)
∫
a1...a2n+1 R
a1a2 . . . Ra2n−1a2nea2n+1 (11)
we have that Eq. (8) takes the form
S(2n+1)T (A, A) =
∫
M
L(2n+1)T (A, A)
= −k(n + 1)
∫
M
d
[
a1...a2n+1 R
a1a2 . . . Ra2n−1a2nφa2n+1
]
−
∫
M
dB(2n)(A, A),
S(2n+1)T (A, A) = −k(n + 1)
∫
M
d
[
a1...a2n+1 R
a1a2 . . . Ra2n−1a2nφa2n+1
+ 1
k(n + 1) B
(2n)(A, A)
]
. (12)
Now we show how to recover the four-dimensional topological
gravity from a ﬁve-dimensional transgression ﬁeld gravity theory.
In fact, for the ﬁve-dimensional case we haveS(5)T (A, A) = −3k
∫
M
d
[
a1...a5 R
a1a2 Ra3a4φa5 + 1
3k
B(4)(A, A)
]
(13)
where now
B4(A, A¯) = −2(3k)
1∫
0
ds
1∫
0
dt s〈Atθ Fst〉. (14)
First we must obtain 〈Atθ Fst〉. In fact,
〈Atθ Fst〉 =
(
eaDφc Pa Pc + 1
2
ωabDφc Jab Pc
)
×
{
s
[(
T a + tD2φa)+ (s − 1)(eb + tDφb)ωab]Pa
+ s
2
[
Rab + (s − 1)ωacωcb
]
Jab
}
from where we ﬁnd that the only nonvanishing term is
〈Atθ Fst〉 = s
4
ωa3a4Dφa5
[
Ra1a2
+ (s − 1)ωa1 cωca2
]〈 Ja1a2 Ja3a4 Pa5〉.
Since
〈 Ja1a2 Ja3a4 Pa5〉 =
22
2+ 1a1a2a3a4a5 , (15)
we have
〈Atθ Fst〉 = s
3
a1a2a3a4a5ω
a3a4Dφa5 Ra1a2
+ s(s − 1)
3
a1a2a3a4a5ω
a3a4Dφa5ωa1 cω
ca2 ,
so that
B4(A, A¯) = −2(3k)
1∫
0
ds
1∫
0
dt s〈Atθ Fst〉
= a1a2a3a4a5
(
−2k
3
ωa3a4Dφa5 Ra1a2
+ k
6
ωa3a4Dφa5ωa1 cω
ca2
)
.
Integrating by parts we have
B4(A, A¯) = d
{
ka1a2a3a4a5
(
2
3
ωa3a4φa5 Ra1a2
− 1
6
ωa3a4φa5ωa1 cω
ca2
)}
− ka1a2a3a4a5ωa3a4φa5ωa1 c dωca2
− 2k
3
a1a2a3a4a5
(
dωa3a4φa5 + ωa3a4ωa5 cφc
)
×
(
Ra1a2 − 3
12
ωa1 cω
ca2
)
.
Using
Rca2 = dωca2 + ωcdωda2 ,
Ra3a4 = dωa3a4 + ωa3dωda4 ,
we have
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{
ka1a2a3a4a5
(
2
3
ωa3a4φa5 Ra1a2
− 1
6
ωa3a4φa5ωa1 cω
ca2
)}
+ ka1a2a3a4a5ωa1c
(
Rca2 − ωcdωda2
)
ωa3a4φa5
− 2k
3
a1a2a3a4a5 R
a1a2
(
Ra3a4φa5 − ωa3dωda4φa5
+ ωa3a4ωa5c φc
)
+ k
6
a1a2a3a4a5ω
a1
cω
ca2
(
Ra3a4φa5 − ωa3d ωda4φa5
+ ωa3a4ωa5dφd
)
. (16)
Introducing (16) in (13)
S(5)T (A, A) = −3k
∫
M
d
{
a1...a5 R
a1a2 Ra3a4φa5
+ 1
3
a1a2a3a4a5ω
a1
c
(
Rca2 − ωcdωda2
)
ωa3a4φa5
− 2
9
a1a2a3a4a5 R
a1a2
(
Ra3a4φa5 − ωa3dωda4φa5
+ ωa3a4ωa5 cφc
)
+ 1
18
a1a2a3a4a5ω
a1
c ω
ca2
(
Ra3a4φa5 − ωa3dωda4φa5
+ ωa3a4ωa5dφd
)}
(17)
which can be written as
S(5)T (A, A) = −3k
∫
∂M5=M4
a1...a5 R
a1a2 Ra3a4φa5
+ 1
3
a1a2a3a4a5ω
a1
c
(
Rca2 − ωcdωda2
)
ωa3a4φa5
− 2
9
a1a2a3a4a5 R
a1a2
(
Ra3a4φa5 − ωa3dωda4φa5
+ ωa3a4ωa5c φc
)
+ 1
18
a1a2a3a4a5ω
a1
c ω
ca2
(
Ra3a4φa5 − ωa3dωda4φa5
+ ωa3a4ωa5dφd
)
. (18)
This action is an action that corresponds to a generalization of
the topological gravity of Ref. [2]. It is interesting to notice that
now the geometric origin of the φa ﬁeld is clear, due to the fact
that this one is a coset ﬁeld associated with non-linear realizations
of the Poincaré group.
3.2. Equations of motion
Using the identity a1a2a3a4a5ω
a1 cω
ca2 Ra3a4φa5 = a1a2a3a4a5 ×
Ra1a2ωa3 cωca4φa5 the action (18) can be written as
S(5)T (A, A) = k
∫
∂M5=M4
3a1...a5 R
a1a2 Ra3a4φa5
− a1a2a3a4a5ωa1 c Rca2ωa3a4φa5
+ a1a2a3a4a5ωa1c ωcdωda2ωa3a4φa5
− 5
6
a1a2a3a4a5 R
a1a2ωa3dω
da4φa5
− 2 Ra1a2ωa3a4ωa5 cφc
3+ 1
6
a1a2a3a4a5ω
a1
cω
ca2ωa3dω
da4φa5
− 1
6
a1a2a3a4a5ω
a1
c ω
ca2ωa3a4ωa5dφ
d. (19)
The variations of the action (19) with respect to ωab lead to the
following ﬁeld equation:
aa2a3a4a5 Eb
a2a3a4a5 + aba3a4a5Da3a4a5 , (20)
where
Eb
a2a3a4a5 = −ωa2b
[
8
3
(
Ra3a4φa5 + ωa3a4ωa5 cφc
)− ωa3a4φa5
]
− 1
6
(
4Ra2a3 + ωa2c ωca3
)
ωa4a5φb, (21)
Da3a4a5 = −6Ra3a4Dφa5 + 8
3
Ra3dω
da4φa5
− 2
3
ωa3a4 Ra5 cφ
c + ωa3 cωcdωda4φa5
+ 5
6
ωa3dω
da4Dφa5 − 4
3
ωa3 cω
ca4ωa5dφ
d
+ 2
3
ωa3a4ωa5 c Dφ
c. (22)
The variations of the action (19) with respect to φa lead to the
following ﬁeld equation
a1a2a3a4a5 X
a1a2a3a4 + a1a2a3a4dYa5a1a2a3a4d = 0, (23)
where
Xa1a2a3a4 = Ra1a2 Ra3a4 + 1
3
ωa1 c R
ca2ωa3a4 − 1
3
ωa1 cω
c
dω
da2ωa3a4
−5
6
Ra1a2ωa3dω
da4 + 1
6
ω
a1
c ω
ca2ωa3dω
da4 (24)
and
Ya1a2a3a4da5 = −
2
3
Ra1a2ωa3a4ωda5 −
1
6
ω
a1
c ω
ca2ωa3a4ωda5 . (25)
4. Comments
We have shown in this work that a generalization of the topo-
logical action for gravity in even dimensions, introduced in Ref. [2]
can be obtained, without imposing boundary conditions, from a
transgression ﬁeld gravity theory genuinely invariant under the
Poincaré group.
In Ref. [13] a formalism that leads to a formulation of general
relativity where the Hilbert action is invariant under the Poincaré
group was developed. This formalism was generalized to arbitrary
dimensions in Ref. [9] where it was shown that the Stelle–West–
Grignani–Nardelli formalism allows, both when odd-dimensional
and when even dimensions are considered, constructing actions for
higher-dimensional gravity invariant under Poincaré group. From
Eq. (7) we can see that, when one picks the physical gauge φa = 0,
the theory becomes indistinguishable from the usual one, and the
Poincaré symmetry is broken down to the Lorentz group.
The interesting point is that in odd dimensions one can ﬁnd
that for any value of φa , the Chern–Simons action differs by a
boundary term from the usual one. In Ref. [3] it was shown that
the extra boundary term allows to construct, under suitable condi-
tion, an action for 2n-dimensional topological gravity.
In this work we have shown that the Stelle–West–Grignani–
Nardelli formalism [12,13] permits to construct a topological ac-
tion for gravity in even dimensions from a gravity theory whose
604 N. Merino et al. / Physics Letters B 693 (2010) 600–604Lagrangian is given by a transgression form invariant under the
Poincaré group.
The ﬁeld φa , which corresponds to the so-called “Poincaré coor-
dinate” of Ref. [13], is identiﬁed by the coset ﬁeld associated with
non-linear realizations of the Poincaré group ISO(4,1). This shows
a clear geometric interpretation of this ﬁeld originally introduced
“ad-hoc”.
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